With Rackspace DBA Services for NoSQL, you can let experts handle the day-to-day care and feeding of your NoSQL database, regardless of where it resides. With experience in technologies like MongoDB®, Elasticsearch® and Redis®, Rackspace Technology offers advanced design, architecture and planning services to help ensure that your databases run at peak efficiency and performance, and that you’re always using the right tool for the job.

Experts Dedicated to Your Success

If your data and database resides at Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft® Azure®, Google Cloud Platform or on-premises, Rackspace Technology is here to help you get the most out of your NoSQL solution.

Leverage Rackspace Technology NoSQL data experts to free up your limited resources and refocus your time and energy on innovating ways to serve your customers.

With over 80,000 actively managed NoSQL instances and petabytes of data, Rackspace Technology has seen and solved complex data challenges for some of the world’s most recognizable companies.

Key Benefits

Rackspace Technology DBA Services for NoSQL delivers essential benefits to your organization, like data expertise, lower TCO, and speed and flexibility.

Data expertise: Rackspace Technology DBAs and NoSQL experts actively manage tens of thousands of NoSQL instances, and have deep experience with various database types, including document-oriented, column-oriented and keyvalue data stores.

Lower TCO: DBA resources are expensive and scarce. Rackspace DBA Services for NoSQL grants you cost-effective access to a deep pool of DBA expertise, ensuring that your database is running optimally without hiring new resources or assuming additional costs.

Speed and flexibility: Choose DBAdministrator to help manage basic database upkeep, or DBArchitect for advanced design, architecture and planning services. Either way, you maintain ownership and control of your data implementation as Rackspace Technology tunes and optimizes your database, ensuring you get the most value out of your data, especially at scale.

About Rackspace Technology®

Rackspace Technology is your trusted partner across cloud, applications, security, data and infrastructure.

- 2,600+ certified experts
- Hosting provider for more than half of the Fortune 100
- 20+ years of hosting experience
- Customers in 120+ countries

“Having partners like Rackspace helps us sleep better at night. We don’t have to worry about it. We know there are people there and if there’s a problem, they’ll take care of it.”

Brandon Karcher :: DevOps Manager, Excentus

Fanatical Experience®

Experts on your side, doing what it takes to get the job done right. From first consultation to daily operations, Rackspace Technology combines the power of always-on service with best-in-class tools and automation to deliver technology when and how you need it.

Take the Next Step

Let’s talk about how Rackspace Technology data services expertise helps you focus on your core competencies.

Learn more: www.rackspace.com/data/managed-nosql
Call: 1-800-961-2888